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Mr. phIS -(ldied Kingrm announced that he ha a further point to

raise concerning Article 79 which he thouglt was not in any way related to

the question of Amedment and vrich, wth. he Chairman's permission.,he

would lile to make at this stage. Article 79 provided that the initial
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that the Unite States v uab~le o negotiate tariffagrements which

lasted more than three years at a time, inhich event it might be more

approprLate if, in paragraph 1 of Article 79, a three year instead of the

present five year perlod were stipulated. Sirl in te casef

withdrawn from taif obligat-:nl shorter.perod of notice than one

year might b considered. Perhaps, therefore, a-'x months' provision in

paragraph 2 would be preferable.
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Mr. BURY (Australia) agreed that the duration of the commitments

under the principles of the Charter and under the tariff agreements

were necessarily interdependent, both as to initial validity and to

required notice of withdrawal. He desired to place on record the

fact that any move to make membership of the International Monetary

Fund and of the Trade Organization interdependent, would create a very

serious problem under the present terms of Article 79 since at Bretton

.,oods many delegations had attached considerable importance to their

freedom to withdraw from the Fund at any time.

Mr. PALTHEY (France) shared the views of the two previous

speakers and enquired whether it was desired that a general debate

should take place at this stage on Articles 79 and 75 which in the

opinion of his delegation should be considered together. The problem

of the organization's initial "trial period" was under consideration

in Committee II in connection with Articles 29 and 30 and he doubted

the usefulness of discussing it in Committee V atthisjuncture. He

wished to point out however, that it would be necessary to grant

members a reasonable period during which economic readjustment could

be effected; otherwise the question of their adherence to the

organizationmight have to be reconsidered.

TheCHAIRMAN agreed that further discussion of Article 79 would

best be deferred pending consideration of other matters of the Agenda,

particularly voting, and until the views of Committee II with reference

to the point raised by the United Kingdom delegate had been assertained.
Mr. PALTHEY (France) proposed that a small joint sub-committee, with

Committee II might be set up.

The CHAIR then invited comments on Article 52 (Membership of the

Conference). There being no comments, it was assumed that the text was

approvedwithout change. The Committee then passed to Article 54 (Sessi

Procedure and Officers of the Conference). Mr. NAUDE (South Africa)

suggested that, when the rulesof procedure werebeingup,

thetimingof the annual conference in relation to other



conferences should be borne in mind. Mr. PIERRE(Canada)enquiredofthe
United Statesdelegate why Articles20 and 21 of the United Nations

Charter had been followed word for word exceptthat in the case ofITO, the

President is to be elected annually, while in thecaseof United Nations

he is elected at each session. Mr. XELLOGG(United States)replied that

normally it was expected there would be simply one annual session of the

Conference. If a special session were called for some emergency reason,

the delay involved in electing a Chairman for that session would be

avoided. Mr. BURY (Australia) suggested that the possibility might need to

be envisaged of enabling special session of the Conference to be called by

less than a majority of the members, for the purpose of dealing with appeals

against decisions of the Executive Board.

The CHAIRMANproposed that this point, together with other comments on

this part of the Agenda, be considered by an ad hoc sub-committee which he

presumed the Committee would appoint in due course, in accordance with its

previous procedure. No further comments being forthcoming, he invited the

Committee to consider Article 53 (Voting).

Mr. HOLMES (United Kingdom) recalled that in the original United

States Proposals, with which his Government had in general agreed, it had

been suggested that member states of chief economic importance should have

permanent seats on the Executive Board. This provision had, rightly or

wrongly been dropped from Article 57 of the Draft Charter. In these

circumstances, the United Kingdom delegation might feel that the system of

voting to be adopted in the Executive Board and perhaps in the Conference

itself, should be adjusted in some way that will reflect the relative

economic importance of members. He did not wish to enter into detailed

discussion at this stage, but his delegation would be prepared to come

forward with a concrete suggestion, if necessary.

The CHAIRMANsuggested that discussion might be confined at this

stage to the issue of principle involved - namely equal voting versus some

other system.
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In reply to a question by Mr. COLBAN (Norway) asking whether the

United Kingdom delegation was willing to accept Article 53 as it is, on

condition that Article 57 is amended to give certain important trading

countries special prerogatives, the United Kingdom delegate stated that

was reluctant to give a specific answer until he had heard other delegat

views, but that he thought his delegation would, as far as possible, see

to adjust its point of view on this matter to the general sense of the

Preparatory Committee.

Mr. MORAN (Cuba) stated that his delegation favoured the proposals

worded in the United States Draft Charter inasmuch as they guaranteed eq

voting rights for large nations as well as small.

Mr.MALIK (India) desired to be placed on record that if any system

other than that of equal voting were to be adopted, his delegation would

request that in assessing the economic importance of any country, the

potentialities of that country be taken into consideration.

Mr. PIERCE (Canada) considered there was nothing to be gained by

considering merely the issue of principle and proposed instead that the

Committee study a concrete suggestion such as the United Kingdom had

promised. He pointed out that in most other international organisation

some method had been devised for giving member nations a voice commensur

with their powers and responsibilities. The Committee should first stu

possible methods of giving effect to the weighted vote, particularly thos

used by other organizations of a similar character to ITO.

Mr. PALTHEY(France) stated that, as regards the question of voting

his delegation agreedwith the text submitted by the United States. It

conceivable thatin an Executive Boardwhich would have to take decisions
ofan administrativecharacter, there should be permanent seats but in a

General Conference,to whichin the last instance a countrywhose intereshave been jeopardized or violated would appeal, each member should be onequal footing with no distinction basedoneconomicstrengthorsupremacy



In reply to a question by Mr. HOLMES (United Kingdom) the French

delegate stated that his delegation reserved the right to raise, if

necessary, the question of permanent seats in connection with Article 57.

He considered, however, that voting in the Conference which should be as

representative and democratic a body as possible, and membership of the

Executive Board which would be of a permanent character with administration

rather than general responsibilities, were two entirely different questions.

Mr. BENDA(Czechoslovakia),Mr. COLBAN (Norway) and Mr. CABAL (Brazil)

expressed agreement with the Delegate of France.

No further views on the subject of voting being forthcoming, the

CHAIRMANasked those delegations which were inclined to favour a weighted

system to submit definite proposals or suggestions as to possible methods

for consideration at the Committee's next meeting.

Mr. HOLMES (United Kingdom) thought he could have such a proposal

ready by Monday evening or early Tuesday and in order that members might

have a prior opportunity of studying it, the CHAIRMANproposed that the

discussion be resumed at a meeting to be arranged, if possible, on Wednesday.

Meanwhile, it was agreed, the Committee should take up Article 55 (Powers

and Duties of the Conference).

Mr. BURY (Australia) made the general observation that the power of

the Conference to determine the rules and procedures under which the

Executive Board will operate, should be pretty strong.

In reply to a question by Mr. LAURENCE (New Zealand), Mr. KELLOGG

(United States) explained that the use of the word "international" in

paragraph 1 was intentional since it covered both inter-governmental and

non-governmental organizations.

Mr. MALIK (India) suggested that the words "other than those imposed on

it under the Charter" might be inserted in paragraph 1 after the word

"policies" since the Charter itself would lay down certain policies that the

Conference must follow.

Mr. PIERCE (Canada) observed that since the Conference could amend the

Charter, it would, in fact, have final authority to determine the policy

of the organization
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Mr. KELLOGG (United status) pointed out that Vxcept in minor

inatto.rs, ixiendnont recquired ratigicaticon by M mb;r Governments.

Pars 'trph 2

The Dclegatt of' Nclw Z"C;albnd askc~d whwtlr a vote of two-thirds of

the mtnmbers clearly oxpr ;s:ed wnat was int; nded to be expressed. The

Delegates zf India and Franc. corsidored that consideration of this

paragraph should bt postponEd ir. view of itd connection with the wark of

;other coi:l-ittees.

Paragraph

In answvier to -a question by the United Kingaom delegate as to whether

the word "Conferonc:" in the first part of the paragraph should not be

"Organization", jAr. KELLOGG (United States) explained that the vw6rd

"Organizatiuon" had bet;n uked tlrouZ;hout the entire document except in

Chapters II andi VII wiererx an attempt had been nmde to allocate powers

and duties b ttween tho various :rxeans uf the organization.

.Mr. VAN TUYLL (Netherlands) proposed the deletion of the words

"under the.provisions of Chaptcrs II and VII".

:yr. KELLOGG (United Statcos) explained that these words merely served

to indicate those sections of tho: Charter where allocations of duties are

malv. Their deletion would not in any zway change the sense of the docume

The CHiIRML-N suggestev. that since there might be alterations in the

Charter which would make that specific citation inaccurate, it might be bes

to oiniit the phrase and simply rbf.Z;r to powers -and duties "expressly

conferred".

Vara:raph 4

FT.BuRY (Aiustralia) proposucl that the apportionment of the expenses

of tne organization should bu based on the sawe principles that are

adopted 1`3r this purpose by the United Nations.

The SECRELLRY stated tlht the Unitud Nations would like to sepe a

uniform.basis of contributions slopt;d, as far as practicable, by the

various inturgovcraiental organizations. An expert Coanittee had been
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as to a United Nations scale to the present session of theAssembly. Whilst

it might not be appropriate to incorporate a proposalalongthelinessuggested

by the Delegate of Australia in the Charter itself, he wondered if it was
desired that the matter be referred to in the Committee report.

Mr. PIERCE (Canada) was of the opinion that the question had better be

left for consideration by the Conference itself and not discussed now.

Mr. DAO (China) felt that the question of whether the same principles

as adopted by the United Nations should apply to contributions to ITO, was

closely related to the question of voting and to the allocation of seats on

the Executive Board, and could not, therefore, be fullydiscussed untilthese

matters had been settled.

Mr. BURY (Australia) did not wish to press his point at this stage but

would urge, at the appropriate time, that a recommendation as suggested be

included in the Committee's report.

Paragraph 5

Mr. NAUDE (South Africa) observed that paragraph 5 would need to be

redrafted if the practice of having permanent members of the Executive Board

were adopted.

Mr. PIERCE (Canada) asked how and when the first Diretor-General would

be appointed. Was there not a danger of very hasty appointment, or alterna-

tively, might not the Conference be kept in session for an unduly long time?

Should not some provision be made, therefore, whereby, perhaps under extra-

ordinary circumstances, the Conference would be able to delegate the power

of appointment to the Executive Board?

Mr. DAO (China) mentioned that the sub-committee had considered this

proposal in connection with Article 68 and that its recommendation had been

approved by the Committee at its last meeting.
The Delegate of South Africa having noted that both paragraph 5 of

Article 55 and Article 68 dealt with the appointment of the Director-General,

Mr. KELLOGG (United States) proposed that the words "and on the recommendation

of the Executive Board shall appoint the Director-General of the organization"

be deleted from paragraph 5. After some further discussion this was agreed to.
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Paragraphs 6, 7 and 8

Mr. LAURENCE (New Zealand) suggested that the Drafting Committee

might consider whether, if specific references were to be made to

obligations provided for elsewhere in the Charter, reference should not

be made to all such obligations, or alternatively, whether specific

reference should not be dropped from Article55.

Mr. PALTHEY (France) agreed that such points should be left to

the consideration of the Drafting Committee.

BARON VAN TUYLL (Netherlands) asked whether "two-thirds of its

members" in paragraph 2 and "two-thirds majority of the votes cast" in

paragraph 8, implied any fundamental difference.

Mr. DAO (China) observed that, in article 75, a vote of two-thirds

majority of its members meant a vote of two-thirds of all the Members

of the organization and not two-thirds of those present and voting.

Mr. KELLOGG (United states) replied that in Article 75 and in

paragraph 2 of Article 55 which dealt with important issues, it was

intended that a two-thirds majority of the members of the organization

(voting or not voting) should be obtained. Paragraph 8 dealt with a

matter of relatively less importance and consequently a two-thirds

majority of members present and voting sufficed.

Mr. DAO (China) considered that some reference should be made in

Article 55 to the determinations provided for Article 18(3). There

appeared to be no provision at present giving the Conference power to

establish procedures for making such determinations although thispower

would be exercised in certain circumstances by an Interim Tariff Committee

Mr.KELLOGG (UnitedStates) stated, in reply to the Delegate of Chin

that when the Interim Committee is absorbed into the organization, its

powersin thisrespectwould automatically betaken ovrer by the Conferenc
as he understood it, the Cimmittee is to make its decisions by a majority

vote under Article 56(4). Whensuch decisions would be taken by majority of the members present and
voting,underArticle53(2).
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Paragraph 9

Mr. BURY (Australia) expressed the hopethat thePreparatory Committee

would eventuallyrecommend that the site of the organization shouldbein

the same place as the economic secretariat of the United Nations, presumably

at the United Nations Headquarters.

The CHAIRMAN, in the absence of further comment, assumed that paragraph

9 was approved.

It was agreed that a further meeting should be held if possible before

Wednesday to consider Articles 59, 60, 62, (Membership of the Organization)

and 66 (Functions of the Commodity Commission). With respect to Article 66,

it was thought that sufficient discussion had taken place in Committee IV to

justify Committee V taking it up at this stage, at least provisionally. It

was proposed that a joint sub-committee with Committee IV might later be set

up to prepare a satisfactory draft.

The meeting rose at 5.50 p.m.


